
LECTURE 2

Mitosis and Meiosis:

A.  Students are responsible for all mechanical aspects ( i.e., stages and events) of both types of cell
divisions (mitosis and meiosis)— details will be covered in laboratory

B.  Chromosomes -- bearers of the genes

Prokaryotes— molecule of single- or double- stranded DNA, generally circular
Eukaryotes— single, double- stranded DNA molecule packaged in protein matrix

1.  Found in nucleus, contain far more protein(> 80%) than DNA
2.  Range in number from 1 in Ascaris to > 1, 000 in some species of ferns
3.  Range in size from about 1 micron to > 30 microns
4.   Single human chromosome has DNA strand 3- 5 cm in length at mid-metaphase
5.  DNA in human nucleus is > I m in length, yet largest of the 46 chromosomes is only 15

microns in length

6.  Neither chromosome number nor genome size ( DNA content) has any relationship with
evolutionary or biological complexity— the C- value paradox

C.  Structure of a replicated (metaphase) chromosome  ( see diagram)

1.  Terms to remember:

Haploid, diploid, homologues, sister chromosomes and sister chromatids, centromeres,
primary and secondary constrictions, kinetochores, telomeres, euchromatin and
heterochromatin

D.  Salient points regarding meiosis

1.  Reductional and equational divisions

2.  Exchanges occur between sister and non- sister chromatids ( latter are " crossing over")

3.  Events of evolutionary consequence:

Genetic recombination— occurs at pachytene of prophase I ( meiosis I)
Chromosomal recombination— occurs at metaphase I/ anaphase I

4.  Spermatogonia vs oogonia and polar bodies
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Principle of Segregation Mendel' s First Law):

A.  Mendel' s initial studies with the garden pea( Pisum sativum)

1.  Employed seven different characters or traits with contrasting states; true-breeding lines for
each state of each trait were isolated

a) examples:  yellow vs green seeds, round vs wrinkled seeds, tall vs dwarf plants

2.  Initial crosses employed true-breeding lines crossed inter se in the F1

a) terms:Pl, F1, F2, F3, etcetera

3.  Mendel counted offspring in F2 and found consistent 3: 1 ratios regardless of trait; in each
cross, the 3/ 4 class in F2 had the same phenotype as the F1

a) earlier studies by Knight and Goss failed to quantify offspring types

4.  Mendel constructed a hypothesis involving two factors ( alleles) that segregated
independently at gametogenesis and where one factor was dominant and one was recessive

a) consider as gametes ('/ 2 R,  '/ 2 r) combining randomly in offspring

b) terms:  dominant, recessive, monohybrid cross, alleles, genotypes, phenotypes,
genotypic and phenotypic ratios

5.  Mendel' s test ( s) of the hypothesis

a)  self F2 and test predictions (expectations) of phenotyic ratios in F3

b)  of R- phenotypes, 1/ 3 should breed true and 2/ 3 should not breed true, whereas all rr
phenotypes should breed true

c)  backcrosses and testcrosses: note general use of testcrosses

Major concepts: Mendel' s
1St

Law ( Law of Segregation) and Mendelian crosses

Note:   Correlation with separation of homologous chromosomes at Meiosis I

Multiple alleles: More than two alleles can occur at a given locus within a population; will
lead to multiple genotypes at the locus

Examples include ABO blood groups in humans and the white locus
Drosophila)



Principle of Independent Assortment (Mendel' s Second Law)

Having used seven different traits singly, Mendel then asked about co- inheritance, i. e.,
inheritance of factors ( alleles) at different loci used in the same cross

He hypothesized that two characters ( traits) should be inherited independently and generated
expected probabilities for both phenotypes and genotypes (based on the assumption of
independence)

1.  Given F1 cross of Aa;Bb x Aa;Bb ( and simple dominance at both loci)...

F2 phenotypes expected: 3/ 4A-; 1/ 4aa) ( 3/ 4B-; 1/ 4bb) = 9/ 16 A-; 13-

3/ 16 A-; bb

3/ 16 aa; B-

1/ 16 aa; bb

F2 genotypes expected: 1/ 4AA, 1/ 2Aa, 1/ 4aa) ( 1/ 4BB, 1/ 2Bb, 1/ 4bb)

2.  Punnett Square of dihybrid cross, with gametes in proportions 1/ 4AB

1/ 4Ab

1/ 4aB

1/ 4ab

3.  Observations confirmed expectations of independent inheritance ( assortment) at each locus

4.  Test via testcross

Note: Testcross will determine, in one generation, the genotype of an unknown individual

Note: Correlations of events with events occurring during Meiosis I


